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The influence of language-specific and universal factors on acquisition of notion verbs 
Rebecca Smyder & Kaitlyn Harrigan*

Abstract. This study explores children’s encoding of novel verbs referring to motion 
events, and finds influence of both language-specific and universal constraints on 
meaning. Motion verbs fall into two categories—manner verbs encode how a 
movement happens (run, swim), and path verbs encode the starting and ending point 
of a motion (enter, fall). Some languages express path more frequently in the verb 
(Spanish, Hebrew), and others manner more frequently (English, German). Our 
study builds on previous work demonstrating sensitivity to these language-specific 
distributions; expanding to test environmental factors representing a predictable 
universal distribution. We find that children are sensitive to both the language-
specific factors as well as the universal factors in motion verb acquisition.  

Keywords. language acquisition; word learning; verb learning; motion verbs 

1. Introduction. Learning verb meanings poses massive challenges to the learner—after all, any
given scene displays almost infinite ambiguity, and even the event to which a verb refers con-
tains many potential meaning referents. If a child sees their sibling jump from one room to the 
next and hears “hopping!” does the child automatically encode “hopping” as a jumping motion? 
Could “hopping” also mean entering the room or exiting the adjacent room? What about an ac-
tion performed by the specific individual executing the hopping? Or the location in which this 
hopping is occurring? How does the learner isolate and encode the slice of meaning referred to 
by any verb? Ideally, we might imagine that in order to overcome such ambiguity children nar-
row down meanings by receiving exposures over a variety of contexts. However, we know this 
kind of robust evidence is not always available to the child, indicating that she must have some 
additional constraints guiding this mapping. Language acquisitionists have long investigated 
these constraints—what are they? Which are universal? Which are language-specific? And how 
does the learner come to acquire the language-specific biases? The current study explores chil-
dren’s encoding of novel verbs referring to motion events, manipulating both a language-specific 
cue, as well as what we hypothesize is a more universal constraint on verb meanings. We find 
that children show evidence of being influenced by both constraints in their mapping of novel 
motion verbs.  

1.1. MOTION VERB TYPOLOGY. Verbs of motion fall into two basic categories: manner verbs 
(skip, roll), which describe how a movement happens; and path verbs, which describe the trajec-
tory of the motion (enter, exit). Native English speakers might find the “what is hopping?” 
question rather intuitive—the default in English is to map a motion verb to a manner. However, 
this intuition is not universal—not all languages default to encoding manner. Talmy (2003) de-
scribes two types of semantic framing that the world’s languages exhibit: verb-framed languages 
and satellite-framed languages. Verb-framed languages, also referred to as V-languages, include 
those that default to encoding path onto the main verb. Languages that have this frame include 
Romance varieties, Japanese, and Semitic. In verb-framed languages, other semantic properties, 
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such as manner, are encoded on surrounding satellites such as prepositional or adverbial phrases 
(Cappelle 2012, Pedersen 2019, Schröder 2016, Talmy 2003). For example, French is among 
these languages (1).  

(1) French (Cappelle 2012:5) 
un   OVNI passa à grande  vitesse. 
a      UFO pass-PAST at great speed
‘a UFO passed at great speed.’ 

In French, the path schema of the sentence ‘pass’ is encoded in the main verb, while the manner 
‘speed’ is encoded onto a prepositional satellite (Cappelle 2012). Satellite-framed languages, or 
S-languages, show the opposite pattern. In these frames, path is encoded onto non-verbal satel-
lites in the sentence, while manner may be encoded onto the main verb. Chinese (2) and English 
(3) are examples of languages that have a satellite-framed structure, along with some Indo-
European languages (Schröder 2016, Shi & Wu 2014, Slobin 2004, Talmy 2003).  

(2) Chinese (Shi & Wu 2014:1240) 
tā zǒu chū   le guānhǎilóu. 
3SG walk exit  PFV      sea-viewing tower 
‘He walked out of the sea-viewing tower.’ 

(3) She is running out of the house. 
As with any grammatical structure, whether a language is verb-framed or satellite-framed is sub-
ject to change over time as the language evolves. Chinese evolved over time from a verb-framed 
language to a satellite-framed language. Like English, Modern Chinese encodes path onto non-
verb satellites (Hohenstein et al. 2006, Shi & Wu 2014).  

Typological literature maintains the consensus that when a motion event is expressed in a 
language, directional features are considered the “core” lexical element (Talmy 2003; Johnson 
1987). At minimum, motion events require two elements: path, which indicates trajectory, and 
ground, which indicates a point of orientation for the figure (Brown & Gullberg 2010, Nakazawa 
2007, Talmy 1991).  

(4) His sister[figure] entered[path] the room[ground]. 
Manner, however, is considered optional in motion events. Manner can be added as a predicative 
satellite (5). Alternatively, it can be expressed in the main verb, while path is maintained in a 
predicative satellite (6).  

(5) His sister[figure] entered[path] the room[ground] hopping[manner]. 
(6) His sister[figure] hopped[manner] into[path] the room[ground]. 

The preferred structure of any given language is predicted by its typological categorization as a 
verb-frame or a satellite-frame language. Since path schema are considered the core of the sen-
tence event, typologists observe that manner verbs show a great deal of diversity and nuance in 
satellite-frame languages (Cifuentes- Férez 2008, Slobin 2004). Manner verbs occur in one of 
two levels of lexical specificity: basic and non-basic. Basic verbs include those that express the 
most general sense of the action (e.g. walk, run, jump), whereas non-basic verbs are the varia-
tions of a basic verb (e.g. dash, jog, sprint are all second level verbs under run). Verb-frame 
languages tend to have a less diverse inventory of second-level manner verbs (Slobin 2004). 
Cross-linguistically, path verbs show little variation in the number of unique paths expressed by 
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the language’s verbs, which may be due to the finite number of possible paths in which a figure 
can move. For example, Spanish and English share 13 path types, including ‘away from,’ 
‘up/onto,’ and ‘to/towards;’ however, Spanish tends to show more lexical variation within the 
inventory of these types than English (Cifuentes-Férez 2008, Selimis & Katis 2010). Corpus 
studies have estimated English to contain about 20-44 path verbs while Spanish has upwards of 
63 (Cifuentes-Férez 2008, Talmy 2003).  

1.2. LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC SENSITIVITY TO VERB FRAMING. Experimental work indicates that 
speakers are sensitive to the verb-framing typology of their languages. A range of studies with 
adults have shown that speakers encode motion events differently depending on whether their 
native language is a verb-frame or an satellite-frame language (Ferez 2007, Maguire et al. 2010). 
In a cross-linguistic production study, Slobin (2006) found that when presenting an image of an 
owl flying out of a tree, satellite-frame speakers were much more likely to map manner onto the 
main verb of the sentence and indicate path in a satellite, while verb-frame speakers mapped path 
onto the main verb and often only indicated manner in the utterance unless it was emphasized by 
the image. This is consistent with theoretical work emphasizing the necessity of path over man-
ner (Slobin 2006).  

Other studies have utilized image description tasks studies to allow speakers an open-ended 
opportunity to encode a motion event with a path or manner verb. Naigles and Terrazas (1998) 
conducted a study with native monolingual English and Spanish speakers to observe the potential 
effects of verb type bias. Participants watched a series of motion events, each of which involving 
both a distinct manner and path (e.g. a woman skipping and moving toward a tree). The verb was 
given a novel name (e.g. Look! She’s kradding!). The participants were then shown two test vid-
eos, one that demonstrated the correct path and one that demonstrated the correct manner, and 
instructed to indicate which of the two represented the sample video. English speakers were sig-
nificantly more likely to choose the manner response than the path, while Spanish speakers were 
equally likely to select the manner or the path response. Studies like these clearly demonstrate 
that typology can lead to a verb type bias in event encoding. 
1.3. ACQUISITION OF MOTION VERBS. Learning verb meanings poses a particularly complex set of 
challenges to the child—verbs involve multiple participants, and require sensitivity not just to a 
category of object but to recognizing which of infinite components in a scene are relevant to the 
verb’s meaning. This difficulty is reflected in the acquisition trajectory—although infants are 
tracking movement and events from infancy (Baillargeon 1987, Bertenthal et al. 2013, Bower et 
al. 1971, Pulverman 2005), they do not begin to map these events to verbs until much later (Beh-
rend 1990, Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff 2010). This happens much later than they are mapping 
nouns to objects (Cartmill et al. 2014, Gleitman et al. 2005, Holowka et al. 2002). This noun 
advantage has been well documented in the language acquisition literature.  

Prior studies have specifically investigated children’s sensitivity to manners and paths of 
movement and their ability to map those concepts to verbs. Pulverman et al. (2008) demonstrated 
that children even as young as 9 months were able to detect changes in manner and path. They 
conducted a visual fixation paradigm task where the child was presented with scenes that 
changed in manner, path, both, or neither. Both English-exposed and Spanish-exposed infants 
showed this same sensitivity. Language studies conducted with older children indicate that chil-
dren begin to show language-specific bias for this typology between 3 and 7 years of age, and 
that before this point they show a path-bias—defaulting to encoding the path of motion over 
manner regardless of their language’s typology (Allen et al. 2007, Skordos & Papafragou 2014).  
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Studies also indicate that perceptual sensitivity to aspects of motion may be separate from 
the process of linguistic encoding. In a study investigating English and Greek adult and 5-year-
olds’ interpretation of motion events, researchers found a disconnect between speakers’ categori-
zation preferences depending on whether the task involved verb mapping. Greek, like Spanish, is 
a verb-frame language. Speakers of both English and Greek preferred to categorize by the path of 
motion when the task did not require mapping to a verb, but were more likely to categorize based 
on their language typology in a linguistic task. These results suggest that bias toward manner 
interpretations is learned and language-specific (Papafragou & Selimis 2009). Research with 
children suggests that the cognitive underpinnings for sensitivity to path and manner are in place 
early, and even prioritize encoding path of motion. As children advanced in their language de-
velopment, they begin to refine their encoding of motion events to be more closely in line with 
their language’s typology.  

1.4. THE CURRENT STUDY. The main goal of this study is to investigate children’s sensitivity to 
the bias from their own language typology in mapping novel verbs. Children will see a series of 
familiarization videos, in which an agent performs an intransitive motion event. The familiariza-
tion videos on each trial will be matched on either path or manner, therefore creating 
unambiguous evidence (at least for the relevance of path v. manner) for the novel verb’s mean-
ing. This will allow us to compare accuracy of mapping manner and path verbs in English-
learning children, who begin with the universal path-bias, but at some point begin to default to 
encoding manner.  

An additional factor was introduced in order to better contextualize children’s “preferences” 
for encoding motion type as the relevant aspect of an event. We counterbalance motion type with 
an environmental factor—either the agent or the location served as a “distractor” from the mo-
tion type. This ensured that children’s accuracy in mapping motion was not simply an artifact of 
surface-level similarity across familiarization and test. We hypothesize, however, that the two 
levels of the environmental factor will not be treated equally by the child. The agent of an event 
is unlikely to be relevant to a verb’s meaning, but the location of an event is a potentially rele-
vant component. Some verbs, like swim, hike or fly require certain types of locations in order to 
be performed. We therefore additionally hypothesize that children will be less accurate, i.e. more 
likely to be distracted by the environment in the location trials compared to the person trials.    

2. Experiment. The current study investigates English-learning children’s sensitivity to path and
manner properties in verb learning when presented with a set of events that unambiguously por-
trays either a consistent manner or path of motion, and compared sensitivity to these properties to 
two different distractor properties: the identify of the agent and the location of the events.  

2.1. SUBJECTS. Participants were 20 monolingual English-learning preschool and elementary 
children aged 4;0-7;10 (mean = 5.02) recruited from the Williamsburg, VA area, and tested ei-
ther at their local preschools or in the Child Language Lab at William & Mary. Participants were 
only run if they gave verbal assent and the researchers had received a completed consent form 
from the parent or legal guardian.  
2.2. PROCEDURE. Each of the participants was shown the same series of short videos, consisting 
of 8 trials. Two pseudo-randomized orders of trials were randomly assigned to participants. The 
videos were played on a laptop placed directly in front of the child so that they could point to 
indicate their answers on the screen. All participants were given the option to stop the activity at 
any time. All participants were run either in a quiet testing room in the William & Mary Child 
Language Lab or in a relatively quiet room in their school.  
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2.3. DESIGN AND MATERIALS. The current study features a 2x2 design. We manipulate within 
subjects MOTION TYPE (PATH v MANNER) and the “distractor” variable of ENVIRONMENT 
(LOCATION v PERSON). In a forced-choice task, each of the 8 trials consists of three video clips 
depicting intransitive events named by a novel verb.  

(7) Look she’s rizzing! She’s rizzing again. She’s rizzing here too. 
The three events always match on VERB TYPE and on ENVIRONMENT. During the test phase, the 
child sees two simultaneous videos on the screen, and must choose which one is the best exam-
ple of the new verb depicted in the familiarization trials. One of the videos matches the 
familiarization trials in VERB TYPE, and the other matches in ENVIRONMENT. 
(8) Which one is rizzing? Can you find rizzing? 

The design is completely counterbalanced: participants saw two trials for each of the four com-
binations (Table 1).  

MOTION TYPE ENVIRONMENT number of trials 

path person 2 
location 2 

manner person 2 
location 2 

Table 1. Number of trials by condition. 

Sample events for two of the combinations are shown in Figure 1: path/person and man-
ner/location. In each case, on the test trial, one video is consistent with the MOTION TYPE from 
test, and the other video is consistent with the ENVIRONMENT. This allows us to test both accuracy 
of mapping MOTION TYPE, as well as the strength of each of the ENVIRONMENT factors as a poten-
tial distractor to mapping the motion type.  
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Figure 1. Sample events from path/person and manner/location conditions. 
2.4. PREDICTIONS. The main hypothesis predicts a difference in performance based on MOTION
TYPE (PATH v MANNER). English-learning children are exposed to more verbs denoting manner, 
and should therefore be more accurate in learning new manner verbs compared to path verbs. In 
the current study, they should be more likely to be lured away from mapping the MOTION TYPE in 
the PATH compared to the MANNER conditions. In addition, we predict one type of ENVIRONMENT 
distractor to be more distracting than the other: some verbs may require information about the 
location, but verbs are unlikely to require specific agents. Therefore, we predict that children 
may be more likely to be lured by the distractor in the LOCATION trials than the PERSON trials. 
This might manifest as main effect: LOCATION trials may be overall more difficult than PERSON 
trials. We might also see this manifest as an interaction: the combination of PATH/LOCATION may 
be particularly challenging for English-learning children given the combination of their lan-
guage-specific manner-bias as well as the more universal bias of location as a potentially 
relevant factor in verb-meaning.  

2.5. RESULTS. Children’s responses were coded as the child delivered the response by the exper-
imenter. We find, as predicted, that English-learning children are more accurate at mapping 
manner compared to path events (Table 2, Figure 2).  
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MOTION TYPE accuracy 
path 0.65 

manner 0.82 

Table 2. Proportion accurate responses for MOTION TYPE conditions. 

Figure 2. Proportion accurate responses for MOTION TYPE conditions. 

We also find that children are more likely to be lured by the ENVIRONMENT factor in the 
LOCATION compared to the PERSON trials (Table 3, Figure 3). In other words, it is easiest to over-
ride the ENVIRONMENT distractor when English-learning children are learning a manner verb, and 
when the location is consistent.  

MOTION TYPE ENVIRONMENT
accuracy  

(% motion responses) 

path person 0.68 
location 0.62 

manner person 0.91 
location 0.73 

Table 3. Results of MOTION TYPE and ENVIRONMENT conditions. 
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Figure 3. Results of MOTION TYPE and ENVIRONMENT conditions. 
2.6. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. Statistical analyses also support the above findings. The results 
were analyzed using a generalized linear mixed effects model, which is a model appropriate for 
analyzing categorical data (Baayen, 2007; Jaeger, 2008). The reported models have random in-
tercepts. These models predict the probability of a specific response (a correct answer) across 
different conditions (see Agresti, 2002; Jaeger, 2008). We ran a mixed-effect logit model with 
correct response as the dependent measure, with MOTION TYPE and ENVIRONMENT as fixed ef-
fects, and SUBJECT as a random effect. We find a main effect of MOTION TYPE 
[X2

(1)=5.23, p=0.022], indicating that participants are significantly more likely to accurately map 
the motion over the environment in the manner compared to the path condition. We also find a 
marginal main effect of ENVIRONMENT [X2

(1)=3.65, p=0.056], indicating that participants are 
marginally more likely to be lured by location than person. We find no interaction between 
MOTION TYPE and ENVIRONMENT, indicating that there is no significant difference in likelihood 
of responses based on the combination of motion and environment [X2

(1)=1.58, p=0.209].  
The statistical models confirm the main hypothesis of this work: children who are exposed 

to a manner-biased language like English are better at mapping manner events to verbs than they 
are at mapping path events. We also see some preliminary findings suggesting that the different 
environmental factors are used differentially by the learner—the agent performing the action is 
much less likely to be relevant to the verb meaning than the location of the event. This is cap-
tured by the difference in accuracy across the PERSON and LOCATION trials.  

2.7. SUMMARY. In a forced-choice task pitting motion types against environmental factors, we 
find that English-learning children are significantly more accurate at mapping the manner of an 
event to a novel verb than the path of an event. We also find some preliminary results suggesting 
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that children are sensitive to environmental factors in mapping verbs: they are more likely to be 
lured by the location of an event than they are by the identity of the agent performing the action. 

3. Discussion. The findings of the current study are consistent with other reports of children’s
language-specific motion verb biases. During late preschool or early elementary school years, 
children’s mapping of motion events to verbs becomes attuned to the typological preference of 
their language. Although all children start with a bias toward encoding paths over manner (and, 
this biases persists in non-linguistic tasks), English-leaning children and English-speaking adults 
show preference for mapping manners over paths in ambiguous contexts. The findings of this 
study extend on these earlier findings by showing that English-learning children’s bias toward 
manners goes beyond a preference, and manifests in differences in accuracy in mapping manners 
v. paths in unambiguous contexts. This finding satisfies the main prediction of our study.

We also found that children are differentially sensitive to aspects of the event extra to the 
motion type. In particular, we find that while they are extremely robust in ignoring a change in 
the identity of the agent, they are more likely to be “lured” by the event taking place in a new 
location. We hypothesize that this is based on the likely universal possibility of verbs requiring 
specific locations in order to be executed, as compared to the very unlikely case of verbs requir-
ing a specific agent.  
3.1. REMAINING QUESTIONS. The current study sought to explore English-learning children’s sen-
sitivity to manner and path in mapping novel verbs, but also introduced the language universal 
environmental factors of location and agent identity. We find, as predicted, that they are better at 
rejecting a change of agent as a relevant component to verb meaning than they are at rejecting 
location. This suggests that, at least under some circumstances, children are sensitive to the loca-
tion of an event during the mapping of that event to a novel verb. Current ongoing work on our 
lab aims to expand on these findings in children and in adults. For adults, we are investigating 
how the environment of various motion events affects their mappings to verbs. For example, is a 
“swimming” motion still rated as swimming if it takes place in the air? On the ground? What 
about walking? Or flying? This work will help us better understand the role of location in the 
semantic representation in adults, which will in turn guide future studies investigating mapping 
in children.   
4. Conclusion. The current study compared English-speaking children’s mapping of novel mo-
tion verbs to either path or manner events. We find that children are sensitive to the language-
specific manner bias in English—showing higher accuracy for mapping manner verbs than path 
verbs. We also find that children are sensitive to environmental factors in mapping these novel 
motion events. They are more likely to be lured or distracted by a location change than a change 
in the identity of an agent. The comparison of these factors indicates both language-specific as 
well as universal cues as constraints on mapping verb meanings.  
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